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Disclaimer

This presentation contains statements about future events and expectations that can be characterized as
forward-looking statements, including, in particular, statements about United LNG’s (“Company”) plans,
strategies and prospects. The use of the words “anticipate,” “estimate,” “expect,” “may,” “project,”
“believe” and similar expressions are intended to identify forward-looking statements. Although the
Company believes that the plans, intentions and expectations reflected in or suggested by such forward-
looking statements are reasonable, they do involve certain assumptions, risks and uncertainties, and the
Company cannot assure you that those expectations will prove to have been correct. Actual results could
differ materially from those anticipated in these forward-looking statements as a result of the factors
described in this presentation. Many of these factors are beyond the Company’s ability to control or
predict. The Company cannot assure you that its future results will meet its expectations and parties are
cautioned not to place undue reliance on any forward-looking statement made by the Company or its
authorized representatives. All subsequent written and oral forward-looking statements attributable to the
Company and persons acting on its behalf are qualified in their entirety by the cautionary statements
contained in this paragraph and elsewhere in this presentation.

The Company does not have any obligation or undertaking to disseminate any updates or revisions to any
forward-looking statement contained in this presentation or the admission document to reflect any
change in the Company’s expectations about the statement or any change in events, conditions or
circumstances on which the statement is based.

Presentation material and any proposals are subject to market change and political change. Anything in
the following pages do not constitute a contract or binding agreement. Any recipient of this document
acknowledges and agrees with following: (1) Company disclaims any and all liability and responsibility for
the quality, accuracy, completeness and materiality of this document; (2) Recipient will conduct its own
independent evaluation and analysis of the information contained herein.
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History of United LNG, LP

• Founded in 2012

• Privately held company, based in Houston, Texas.

• Management Team:

• Steve Payne –Chairman of the GP

• Chris Caudill – Director

• Erik Saenz – Director

• Additional Members include Regulatory Advisors & Commercial
Development Directors
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Main Pass Energy Hub value chain

United LNG with an Industry
Partner to liquefy the natural
gas on CLSO at offshore
terminal:

- CLSO’s owned by JV
- Quicker delivery than onshore
- Portable – ship can be moved
- Anticipated online in 2017

DEDICATED
GAS RESOURCES

COASTAL
LIQUEFACTION

STORAGE &
OFFLOADING (CLSO)

SHIPPING

United LNG and an
Industry Partner will
procure shipping solutions
for CIF delivery of 24 mtpa

United LNG has targeted
gas resources in excess of
20 TCF.

MIDSTREAM

United LNG JV with
midstream partners to
transport and process
natural gas to be received
at MPEHTM

TERMINAL / GAS
PROCESSING

Existing Structures

United LNG JV with
McMoRan in gas processing
& separation at existing
terminal in the Gulf of
Mexico formerly approved
for LNG import:
- Existing structures

- Received MARAD approval in 2007
to import LNG

- Export permits scheduled to take 12-
24 months and will occur
concurrently with the first CLSO ship
build
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MPEH™ Location

Main Pass Energy Hub™
Main Pass Block 299

Lat: 29°15’56”
Lon: 88°45’34”

Gulf of Mexico
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United LNG/McMoRan – Main Pass Energy HubTM

Existing Structures

• United LNG has selected Main Pass Energy HubTM (MPEHTM) as its LNG liquefaction terminal. The terminal will be operated
in a Joint Venture between United LNG,LP and Freeport – Freeport McMoRan Energy

1 Mile
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Main Pass Energy HubTM - Conceptual Design

• Existing facility

• Well maintained

• Approved by
MARAD for LNG
imports

• 16 miles from
the mouth of the
Mississippi

• 65 meters of
water depth

• Reduced
shipping time
compared to
land facility

To Be Built

Existing Structure

CLSO
Receives Gas via Pipeline,

Liquefies and Offloads to LNGC
Transport Vessel

LNGC Receives
LNG from CLSO
and transports to
importers Regas

terminal

Quarters, Shop,
Warehouse

Gas Conditioning
facilities

(NGL Recovery)

Power Generation, Gas
distribution, Manifolds

& Metering

LNGC – LNG Transport Vessel
CLSO – Coastal Liquefaction
Storage & Offloading
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MPEH™ Pipeline Infrastructure
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MPEH™ Pipeline Infrastructure

• Total Offtake Infrastructure Capacity needed ~4 Bcf/d

• Current Infrastructure capacity of ~ 3.3 Bcf/d

• Proposal to build additional ~300 miles of pipeline infrastructure dedicated to
MPEH facility.

• Possibility to connect with other Interstate & Intrastate pipelines
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Economic Impact

Based on the metrics in a recent report by IHS Global Insight a project of
this magnitude would lead to:

• Creation of 20,000+ direct jobs averaging $51 per hour
• 33,000+ indirect industry support jobs averaging $35.15 per hour
• 54,000+ economy wide jobs paying an average of $23.07 per hour.
• Total Economic benefits of $3.6 to $5.2 billion annually

During the 5-year build phase, it is estimated that the MPEH™ Port will
create about 3,000 to 4,000 jobs
• 250 to 500 people will be employed on-site.
• A corollary to the creation of these jobs will be the additional taxes paid

by the MPEH™ Port and associated workforce.
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LNG Impact on U.S. Natural Gas Markets

So many impact studies have been commissioned, so
what does Carnac the Magnificent tell me?
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LNG Impacts on U.S. Natural Gas Markets - Pricing

• U.S. LNG exports could hasten the transition away from oil price indexation of
gas supply contracts.

• Decoupling from oil-indexed prices is already occurring in some European
markets and might happen in Asian markets, especially with the projected
growth in Australian LNG.

• If Asian markets decouple from oil-indexed prices, their prices could drop
sharply over the next several years.

• Since supplies for U.S. LNG exports are expected to be pegged to U.S. gas
prices (e.g. Henry Hub), rather than oil prices, the incremental volumes could
result in global gas markets transitioning more rapidly to prices set by “gas-on-
gas” market competition.

Source: Deloitte’s Global impacts of LNG exports from the United States
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LNG Impacts on U.S. Natural Gas Markets - Pricing

• Prices are projected to decrease fairly significantly in regions importing U.S.
LNG, but only marginally increase in the U.S.

• The impact of U.S. LNG exports on U.S. citygate prices is projected to be
minimal, only an average $0.15/MMBtu from 2016 through 2030.

• While the corresponding price decrease in importing countries could be several
times higher.

• Furthermore, the interconnectivity of gas markets causes price impacts to be
felt globally, not just in the countries importing U.S. LNG.

Source: Deloitte’s Global impacts of LNG exports from the United States
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LNG Impacts on U.S. Natural Gas Markets - Midstream

Moody’s said midstream companies with pipeline infrastructure along the Gulf
Coast will see increased demand for capacity to ship to Freeport, Sabine and
potentially to Cameron, La…

The investor’s service noted that Tennessee Gas Pipeline Co., a unit of Kinder
Morgan Energy Partners, said last week it had signed a binding 20-year
agreement to transport natural gas to the Cameron plant.

Source: Houston Chronicle, May 2013
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Final Thoughts

As an LNG Exporter we would like to see:

• Our Non-FTA license be issued by the of 2013- Q3

• Avoid groups like this: “weagreenolng.org” which oppose the Oregon LNG
project

• Long term pricing structure based on HH

Finally…

With all the studies being commissioned, no one really knows what impact LNG
exports will have on the US Natural Gas Market, like everything else we will wait
and see.
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Contact Information

THANK YOU!

Houston Corporate Office:

United LNG, LP
5120 Woodway Drive, Suite 5004
Houston, Texas 77056

+1-713-489-9992 Office
+1-713-456-2283 Fax

Erik Saenz
Director
Erik@unitedlng.com

mailto:Erik@unitedlng.com
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